would pick c as the winner.
To show that neither solution is a good one he refers to Table 1 and considers the number of changes of votes each candidate needs to win.
For a to win, he needs five votes in row 2, column 1 to give him a majority over b.
To win, b needs one vote in (3,2); c needs six votes, four in (1,3) and two in (4,3), to win, while d needs eight votes, one in (1,4) and seven in (3, 4) .
Dodgson claims that b should be the winner by this inversion approach.
DODGSON'S FUNCTION
Fishburn's analysis uses the idea of a set of n-tuples of linear orders D defined on the set of candidates X. If Dir D2 E D, then an inversion exists when for any x, ysX, we have both xDly and yD2x. In the example above, if D1 is cbad and D2 is dbac, there are three inversions, cb + bc, bd + db, ca -f ac.
be the smallest number of inversions necessary to restrict the order relation >. on X such that we obtain an order Di for which there exists aistrict Tables 2-4) .
Candidate 1 can win with 6 inversions (see Table 5 ); candidate 2 with 5 inversions (Table 6) ; candidate 3 requires 2 inversions (Table 7) ; candidate 4 needs only 1 inversion (Table 8) . For ai to win he must beat every other candidate.
In this example a4 wins because in doing so the least change occurs in producing the maximal four path, a~+ > a2 > a3 > al.
In fact if inversion is applied successively to the remaining candidates, this path is the result.
It is the unique maximum likelihood weak stochastic rank order. 
